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About This Game

World of War : Battlegrounds is a low poly shooter multiplayer game. Make alliances to conquer the enemies easier or try to
win the battle alone. You can try to stand in this war without any consequences. Be brave and wise to win the battle.You have
nothing else to do, just choose a character and gun as well, join a random team or create a room to fight together with your
friends! Enjoy the real ballistic, perfect shooting feeling and the teamwork with friends. This game bring you an exciting

competitive experience. A variety of real guns, firearms real ballistic simulation, a lot of accessories give for players a hearty
combat shooting experience!

The features include:

• Multiplayer mode

• 4 types of weapons:
• 1 types of Heavy Machine Guns

• 1 types of Rifles
• 1 types of Pistols

• 3 types of SubMachine Guns

....and come on fantastic updates

Coming soon:
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- American + German + Russian Tanks
- German Staff Car

- American + German military jeeps
- 9 Damaged Vehicles

- American + German + British Fighter Planes
- American + German Bombers

- Battleship
- Cruiser ship
- Submarine

- Landing Craft
- V2 rocket

- Barrage Balloon
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Title: World of War : Battlegrounds
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Massively Multiplayer, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
NK CREATIV TEAM
Publisher:
NK CREATIV TEAM
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2018
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An absolutely incredible experience. Perfect music composition, artful presentation, and exhilerating gameplay. A classic Ace
Combat experience, very very different from Assault Horizon and definitely worth a buy.. I think as a VR experience its not a
big deal BUT for Deus Ex fans its pretty cool. You can walk around in certain scenes of the game. the graphic is downgraded to
VR level so smooth and still looks good (tried on maximum everything, resolution change turned off set to maximum) but not as
good as the game.
I cant wait for implementing VR into the base game or releasing Eidos first VR game.
Good try on VR keep up the good work. :). Complete cheap♥♥♥♥♥rip off of warcraft 3 literally ♥♥♥♥ing duplicate of all
mechanisms that I like it.

I like it.

Because it is modestly done.

I like the fact that even with all similarity to warcraft and other more famous RTS games,

this game is somehow unique. It has heros, units with heavy/light position but gameplay is completely different

to previous RTS games.

I wonder that why there is no sequel of this game, perhaps because it is such a minor title I suppose?

And game play might feel boring for people who are used to more fast paced games.

But it is still modest title and fun to play.
. awsome simple funny litle game, but it is still early access so it has a lot of bugs. and some functions do not work yet.
but i think it will be awsome if it is finished whoooohoooo.
like cake thats awesome to.. When I was younger I had an Amiga 1000 instead of an IBM. (They weren't called PC's back when
pterodactyls were delivering our E-Mails.) Classic Load Runner was an IBM game not an Amiga game. So I sort of missed out
on this classic game. So, for me it’s really awesome to see this remake with the "classic" levels. (As far as I am able to discern
they are the same layout if not entirely identical to the originals. However, I could be off given I have to search the internet for
info on the original.)

Based on this alone I wanted the new Lode Runner and been happy. The game is simple but allows for a wide variety of levels
with just the basic components. And you get over a hundred of those levels. But you also get an adventure mode with a bunch of
new levels and new enemies.

AND you get a level builder with access to a community levels server that gives, well, LOTS of levels. Probably there will be
millions in the not too distant future. A simple rule that you must be able to beat the level in the editors play test mode before
publishing it somewhat makes certain that there are no ‘unwinnable’ levels. Though I found one frustrating one where you have
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to die multiple times in the correct order to win the level so it’s not perfect. But these seem to be pretty rare.

You also get some funky camera stuff. 3D and first-person views and close up stuff. But that all turns out to be way less cool
than it seemed like it would be when I first heard of it. (Sort of like FPV Pac-Man turned out to be. Seemed like it would be
cool. Wasn't.)

Sorry. I can find things to nitpick in any game.

So. Short version. There's a lot to like here. Most of it permutations on a very solid simple formula. But it's a good formula and
there’s a LOT of it here. This game gets the Selva seal of approval and a rare dew claw up. Yes, I recommend this game. You
MAY need a little nostalgia to get full value out of it. But given the deluge of modern military shooters and... stopping myself
before I get started... Given the 3xA space these days a solid Donkey Kong-esque platformer is refreshing. And this is a good
one.
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I am pretty sure that this game does not have any US servers for now, although it has a (fake) option to switch servers. Be aware
if you are not in Asia neither can't tolerate with high latency gaming! I recommand For Honor since Marching Fire DLC is
comming soon. At least, Ubisoft's potato server works in US. Will update if they add real servers for US.

我觉得目前这游戏的美国服务器选项应该是废的。在美国的还是甭试了。. A nice, somewhat freaky puzzle game that doesn't overstay its welcome. It
feels like it could work really well in VR, but that shouldn't deter you from checking the game out.

That ending was something, alright.. Soda Dungeon is probably the idle game I have most enjoyed out of all the idle games I
have played. I am really enjoying the art and sound design and would recommend any idle game fan try it out.

. Great ARPG! Decent story, great humor. Fun game play. It is a little buggy, but it never froze up during combat, so I
didn\u2019t lose any progress.. Yeah this was actually good.I got every reference and would buy the sequel. This is one of those
games that should be on everyone's computer just in case. It's perfect for drinking with your buddies and playing during a party..
There are lots of trashy quasi-oldschool type games on Steam, but just few of them deserve a mention.

1993 Space Machine is made from steel and going straight from the heart. It's old school, R-Type like shoot'em up with very
strong Amiga era reminiscence. This game is difficult, unforgiving and has beautiful, classic graphics taken straight from
Agony, Blood Money, or Atomic Boy games. If you remember Psygnosis, i'm sure you know what i mean.

If you still love those museal games - don't think - just buy it! If you hesitate, or don't give a crap about this hipster eyesore, just
forget about it and move along:-). Simple and fun. Reminds me of old top-down racers on the 8bit & 16 bit consoles and
computers. Nice track editor with online sharing.. The same wonderful (and occasionally difficult) eat-and-grow game that
many may know. Most may pick it up for nostalgia, and they are good to do so, but this title is still good for all to play and enjoy
in one's spare time.. SPOILERS
This movie is so unbelievabely rushed.

The first half is about a game jam with 12 participating teams. Because you only have about 25 minutes to introduce them it
feels rushed and you only get a glimpse of their games.

Then, instead of showing judges talk about what they liked and disliked about the games, you get a text saying how difficult it
was for them to pick the winner. Removing all the interesting inner conflicts this could've provided. The conversation about the
different use of mechanics, art and faithfullness to the theme would at least give more gravity to their choice.

Afterwards, it's another 25 minutes of the winning team sleeping in a nice looking house somewhere and pitching their game to
Sony, Cartoon Network and Oculus (they were only allowed to show the meeting with Cartoon Network representative).

I really wanted to like this movie, but there is nothing to learn from it. You're told about struggles people have to undergo during
a game jam(almost no sleep and everything breaks all the time), but it's just skimmed over and there are no reprocutions
because it immediately cuts to a different team. I didn't remember a single person. The concept of complete strangers working
on a single project for 2 days is so compelling, but it's told in a really sloppy way.

Basing the movie around only the winning team or removing the later half and replacing it with another hour of the game jam
footage could've made this really nice, but as it stands there is no way to recommend it.

The participants seem like nice, talented people. I wish them all the best and I feel like this movie does a disservice to their
craft.

Also, great job leaving that boom mic in the shot around 45:14. At least that was entertaining.
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